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. CHAPTER II.
OP THE MOTIONS OF PRIMARY MOVING PIECES IN MACHINES.
· SECTION

!.-General Explanations.

37. 'Frame; Morin;; Piece9, Primary aud Secondary. (A. M., 427.)
-The frame of a machine is a structure which suppo1·tJ the momng
pieces, and regulates the path or kind of motion of most of them
directly. In considering the movements of machines mathemati
cally, the frame is considered as fixed, and the motions of the
moving pieces are referred to it. The frame itself may have (as in
the case of a ship or of a. locomotive engine) a motion relatively
to the earth, and in that case the motions of the moving pieces
relatively to the earth are the resultants of their motions relatively
to the frame, and of the motion of the frame relativelv to the
earth; but in all problems of pure mechanism, aud in many
problems of the dynan1ics of machinery, the motion of the frame
relatively to the earth does not require to be considered.
The rnoving pieces may be distinguished into primary and
secondary; tbe former being those which are directly carried by
the fratne, and have their motion wholly guided by their con•
nection ,vith the frame; and the latter, those which are carried by
other moving pieces, or ,vbich have their motion not wholly guided
by their connection with the frame. For exampl�, the crank-shaft
and the piston-rod of a steam engine are primary moving pieces;
the wheels of a locomotive are prin1ary moving pieces; the
connecting-rod of a steam engine is a secondary moving piece
Connectors are those secondary moving pieces, such as links, belts,
cords, and chains, which transmit motion from one moving piece
to another, when that transmission is not effected by immediate
contact.
38. Bearings (A. If., 428,) are the surfaces of contact of prin1ary
moving pieces ,vith the frame, and of secondary moving pieces with
t�e pieces which carry them. Bearings guide the motions of the
pieces which they support, and their figures depend on tl1e nature
of those motions. The bearings of a piece which has a n1otion of
translation in a straight line must have plane or cylindrical·�
w

• The word "cylindrical" is here used in t4e�comprehensive sense, which
�=es any surface generated by the motion '6f a straight line parallel to
C
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surfaces, exactly straight in the direction of motion. The bearings
of rotating pieces must have surfaces accurately turned to figures
of revolution, such as circular cylinders, spheres, cones, conoids, and
flat discs. The bearing of a piece whose motion is helical, must be
an exact screw. Those parts of moving pieces which touch the
bearings should have surfaces accurately fitting those of the
bearings. They 1nay be distinguished into slides, for pieces which
move in straight lines, gudgeons, journals, bushes, and pivots, for
those ,vhich rotate, and screws for those which move helically.
The accurate formation and fitting of bearing surfaces is of
primary importance to the correct and efficient working of
machines.
39. '.l'he Motions of Primary Moving Pieces (A Jf., 429,) are
Limited by the fact, that in order that different portions of a pair
of bearing surfaces may accurately fit each other during their
relative motion, those surfaces must be either straight, circular, or
helical; from which it follo,vs, that the motions in question can be
of three kinds only, viz. :I. Straight translation, or shifting, which is necessarily of lin1ited
extent, and which, if the motion of the machine is of indefinite
duration, must be reciprocating; that ia to say, n1ust take place
alternately in opposite directions: for example, the piston-rod of a
steam engine.
II. fJvimple rotation, or turning about a fixed axis, wb ich motion
may be either continuous or reciprocating, being called in the
latter case swinging, rocki ng, or oscillation,. Continuous rotation
is exemplified by the shaft of a steam engine; reciprocating rotation
by various beams or levers.
III. Helical or screw-like motion, compounded of rotation about
a fixed axis, and trans]ation along that axis.
SECTION

II.-Straight Motion of Primary Pieces.

40. Straight Transladon is the motion of a primary piece sliding
along a st,raight guiding surface. All the particles of the piece
move through equal distances in a given time, along parallel straight
lines; and the line joining any two particles remains unaltered in
length and in direction.
41. Besolnlion nnd �omposition of Motion•.-The resultant of
two or more component motions is the motion which results froJJl
putting them together. If the component motions are represented
by straight lines, their result.-tnt is found geometrically by joining
together, end to end, a series of straight lines respectively equal
and parallel to the given straight lines, and pointing in the same
direction�, and then drawing a straight line from the starting point
to the further end of the series. For example:-

COMPONENT AND RESULTANT MOTIONS.
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I. (See fie,.
° 15.) To find the resultant of two component motion&,
AB and AC. Let the paper represent the plane of those motions.
From B draw BD parallel and equal to AC, and pointing in the
same direction ; join A D; this will be
D
the required resultant motion; or, iu other
words, complete the parallelogram, A B,
DC; it.� diagonal, A D, �·ill be the re
quired resultant.
A motion may, if required, be resolved
into compon,ents. The following are the
cases most useful in mechanism :II. (Fig. 15.) To resolve a given motion, A
AD, into components in two given direc
Fig. 15.
tions in tlie sanie plane, A X and A Y.
ThroughD draw DC parallel to X A, cutting A Y inC, and D B
parallel to Y A, cutting A X in B; A B and AC will be the
required components.
III. (Fig. 16.) To resolve a given motion, AD, into one component
parallel and another co1nponent perpendicular to a given direction.
Through A, parallel to the given direction, 1
draw AX, upon ·which let fall the perpen- d ......_
n
i___�
dicular D B; then A B will be the first of
the required con1ponents, and AC parallel
and equa.l to BD will be the second.
IV. Given, the traces of a plane (Article
f .. · ··
lp, page 6) and the projections of a straight
1· x
line representing a 1notion (Article 11, page
Fig· l6·

4), to find the projections of two component

nwtions, one perpendicular and the other 1Jarallel to the JJlane. By

the rule of Article 31, page 13, draw the traces of a second plane
paralle.. to the given plane, and traversing the point which repre
sents one end of the given motion. Then by the rule of Article 33,
page 13., find the projections of the perpendicular let fall on the
�cond plane from the point representing the other end of the
give11 motion. That perpendicular will be one of the required
components; and the straight line from the first-mentioned point
to the foot of t.he perpendicular will be the other. The lengths of
the !ines representing the con1ponent motions may be found, if
requ1red, by Article 19, page 7.
The component of the motion parallel to the given plane is
_
obviously its projection on that lJlane. It is son1etirnes called the
tangential cornponerit, and the component perpendicular to the given
plane the nor·mal component of the given motion.
V. Given, a resultant motion and one of two component 111.otions,
to fi:1-d the other component motion. Combine the given resultant
motion with a motion equal and opposite to the given component
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motion ; the resultant of tbese two will be the required other com
ponent motion. For example, in fig. 15, let A D be the given
resultant motion, and A B the given component; draw D C equal
and parallel to A B, and pointing the opposite way; join A C ;
this will be the required other component � or otherwise, join B D
and dra,v A C equal and parallel to it.
VI. (Fig. 17.) Given, the vertical projection, A B, and tlie hori
zontal projection, A' B1 of a straight line represe1iting a 1notion, t,o
resolve that 1notion into three rectangular cornponents parallel and
perpendicular to tlie planes of proJP-ction. Let O X be the axis of
projection (Article 9, page 4). Draw the straight lines A A', B B',
,
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cutting t11e axis of projection (of course at right angles) in C and D.
Then through any convenient point, 0, in the axis of projection,
draw the straight line Z O y, at right angles to that axis ; and
take O y, to 1·epresent a transverse horizontal axis, and O Z to
represent a vertical axis. (The point O is called the origin.) Then
parallel to X O draw A' E' and B' F' to meet O Y and A G and
B H to meet O Z. The three components required will be repre
sented by C D, E'· F', and G H,
VII. Given (in fig. 17), the vertical projection, A B, and the
horizontal projection, A' B', of a straight line representing a motion,
to draw a third projectwn of the sanie straight line on a vertical
transverse pla·ne qj' projectwn perpendicular to the first two planes of
projection. Construct fig. 17 &s describe.I in the preceding Rule.
0 Z and O Y' will be the traces of the third plane of projection,
Produce X O towards Y"; then O Y" ,vill represent the rd.batment
1
,
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of O Y', and Z O Y" the rabatment of the vertical transverse
plane upon the vertical longitudinal plane of projection. In O Y"
take O E''o= 0 E', and O F" = O F ; draw E'' A" and F"B'' parallel
to O Z, to meet A G and B H produced in A" and B" respectively ;
join A" B"; this will be the projection required.
According to the rule already stated in Article 19, page 7, the
motion of which A B and A' B' are the projections is to be found
by making K L = A' B', and joining L B, which line will repre
sent the extent of the resultant motion.
The following are the relations between· a resultant motion and
its components as expressed by calculation. In fig. 15,sin C A B : sin C A D : sin D A B : : A D : A B : A C ;
also,

A D2

In fig. 16,
AB

= A B2 + A 02

+ 2 A. B · A C · cos C A B.

= A D · cos B A D ;

A C = A D · sin B A. D;

A D2 = A. B2

In fig. 1 7,

L B2

=

C D2

+ A C2•

+ E' F'2 + G H2•

42. RelatiTe Motion of Two DioTing Pieces.-All motion is
relativet: that is to say, every conceivable motion consists in a
change of the relative position of two or more points. In speaking
of the n1otions of the moving pieces of machines, ,notions relatively
to the fran1e are always to be understood, unless it is otherwise
specified. It is often requisite, however, to express the motion of
a point in a n1oving piece relatively to a point in the same or in
another moving piece.
In the case considered in the present section, where the relative
position of two points in the san1e moving piece remains unaltered,
not only as to dii,tance bnt as to direction, the relative motion of
such a pair of points is nothing. The motion of one moving piece
relatively to another is determined by the following principle :-Let
P, Q, and R denote any three points ; then the motion of R
relatively to P is the resultant of the motion of R relatively to Q,
combined with the motion of Q relatively to P ; so that if the
motions of Q relatively to P, and of R relatively to P are given,
the motion of R relatively to Q is to be found according to Rule
V. of the precedincr Article, by compounding with the motion of R
relatively to P a ;otion equal and opposite to that of Q relatively
to P. Fot· exa,mple, let P stand for the frame of a n_iachine,. and
Q and R for two moving pieces ,vhich slide along straight gU1des;
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and in a given interval of time let A B, in fig. 15, page 19, repre-
sent the motion of Q relatively to P, and A D the motion of R
relatively to P ; then A C, found by Rule V. of Article 41, will
represent the motion of R relatively to Q.
In all cases whatsoever of relative motion of two bodies, the
motion of one relatively to the other is exactly equal and
contrary to that of the 8econd relatively to the first. For example,
let P and Q be two points ; and when P is treated as fixed, let Q
move through a given distance in a given direction relatively to P;
then if Q is treated as fixed, P moves through the same distance
in the contrary direction relatively to Q.
43. Compara,,Ye Motion (A. M., 385,) is the relation borne to each
other by the simultaneous motions of two points, either in the same
body or in different bodies, relatively to one and the same fixed point
or body. It consists of two elementso: the velocity-ratio, which is the
proportion borne to each other by the distances moved through by
the two points in the same interval of time; and the directionat
r<dation, which is the relation between the directions i n which the
two points are moving at the same instant.
In the case of two points in a primary piece whose motion is
one of translation, the velocity-ratio is that of equality, and the
directional relation that of identity; for all points in such a piece
are moving with equal speed in parallel directions at the same
instant.
When two points in two different pieces are compared, the
comparison n1a,y give a different result. For example, let P, as
before, stand for the frame of a machine, and Q and R for two
moving pieces ; and while Q performs relatively to P the motion
represented . by A B (fig. 15, page 19), let R perform relatively to
P the motion represented by A D. Then the compa1·ati:ve motion
of R and Q consists of the following elements :the velocity-ratio,

!�;

and the directional relation, represented by the angle B A D.

In most of the cases which occur in mechanism the motion of each
point is limited to two directions-forward or back,vard-in a fixed
path ; so that the directional relation of two points may often be
sufficiently expressed by prefixing the sign + or - to their velocity
ratio, according as their nlotions are similar or contrary ; th�t is,
the sign + denotes that those motions are both forward or both
back,va1·d ; and the sign - that one is forward and the other
back,vard.
We may compare together the different components of the
motion of one point, and the resultant motion. For example, in

COMPARATIVE MOTION-DRIVING AND WORKING POINTS.
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figs. 15 and 16, page 19, the velocity-ratios of two component
moGions, as compared with their resultant, are expressed by

A B and A C ;
AD
AD

and in fig. 17, page 20, the velocity-ratios of three rectangular
component motions, as compared with their resultant, are ex
pressed by

C D E' F'

LB' L B '

and

GH

.
LB

Strictly speaking, the principles of the geometry of machines, or
of pure mechanism, are concerned with compat·ative motions only,
and not with absolute velocities : or, in other wo1·ds, tbosP- principles
relate to the motions which different moving points perform in the
course of the same interval of time, but not to the length of the
interval of time in which such motions are performed. For
example, in the case of a direct-acting steam engine, the principles
of pure mechanism show that the piston makes one double stroke
for each revolution of the crank; tl1at the directional relation of
the piston and crank-pin varies periodically, the piston moving to
and fro, while the crank-pin moves continuously round in a.·circle ;
and that in particular positions of tl1ose pieces their velocity-ratio
takes particular values; but the question of what interval of time
is occupied by a revolution, or of how n1any revolutions are per
formed in a minute, belongs not to the geo1net1·y, but to the
dynamics of n1acbines. Further, in the case of a pair of spur
wheels gearing into each other, the principles of pure mechanism
show that in any given interval of time the numbers of revolutions
performed by those wheels respectively are inversely as their
numbers of teeth, and that the directions in which they turn are
c?ntrary; but those principles do not inform us how many revolu
tions either wheel makes in a minute.
44. DriTinK Point and Working Point.-The term driving point
is used to denote that point, either in a ,vhole machine or in a
given moving piece of a machine, where the force is applied that
ca.uses the motion ; and the term working point is used to denote
the point where tbe useful work is done . These explanations
contain references to the dynamics of 1nachines; but it is to be
?,nderstood that in the geon1etry of machines, or pure mechanism,
it is the comparative motion only of the driving point and working
point that is taken into consideration. It is to be observed, too,
that the word "point" is here taken in an extended meaning; for
the exertion of force or communication of motion at a mathematical
po�nt, of no sensible magnitude, is purely ideal; and when the word
point is used with reference to the driving or the work of machines,
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it is to be held to mean the place where the action that drives or
that resists a machine is exerted, of what magnitude soever that
place may be, whether a surface or a volume. Thus, the driving
point in a steam engine comprehends the whole surf�ce of the
piston that is pressed upon by the steam which drives the engine ;
and the working point, where friction is overcome, comprehends
the whole of the rubbing surface, and where a heavy bo<ly is lifted,
the whole volun1e of that body. Nevertheless, for the sake of con
venience in mathematical investigation, such places of the action of
driving or resisting forces are often treated on the �upposition that
they may be represented by single points; for when such points are
properly chosen, no error is incurred by making that supposition.
SECTION

III.-Rotation of Primary Pieces.

45. Rotation of a Primarr Piece. (A. M., 370•372.)-Rotation or
Tu1-ning is the motion of a rigid body when lines in it change their
directions; and it is the only kind of motion involving cl1auge of the
relative positions ofthe particles of a body that is possible consistently
with rigidity ; tbat is to say, with the 1uaintena.nce of the distance
between every pair of particles in the body unchanged. An axis of
rotation is a line in a rigid body whose direction is unchanged by the
rotation ; and a.fixed axis ofrotation is a line whose position, as ,veil as
its direction, is unchanged by the 1·otation. Every line in a rota.ting
body which is parallel to the axis has its direction unchanged by
the rotation. The rotation of a primary piece in a machine always
takes place about au axis that is fixed relatively to the frame of the
machine; that axis being the geometrical axis, or centre line, of a
bearing surface (such as that of the journals or gudgeons of a shaft),
whose fornt is that either of a circular cylinder or of some other
surface of revolution The plane of rotation is auy plane perpen
dicular to the axis. Every such plane in a rotating body has its
position unchanged by the rotation ; and straight lines in such a
plane-that is, straight lines perpendicular to the axis of rotation
change their directions more rapidly than any other straight lines
in the same body.
46. Speed of Rotation. (A. M., 373. )-Although in the case of
rotation, as well as in that of translation, the principles of pure
mechanisn\ are concerned with comparative velocities only, still
it is desirable here to state, that the speed with which a rotating
body turns is expressed in two different ways. For most practical
purposes it is usually stated in turns and fractions of a turn in some
convenient unit of time; such a.s a second, or (more commonly) a
minute. For scientific purposes, and for some practical purposes
also, it is expressed in angular velocity; which meanM, the angle
swept through in a second by a line perpendicular to the axis of

ROTATION-ANGULAR VELOCITY.
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rotation : that angle being stated in circular measure; which
means the ratio of the length of the arc subtended by an angle to
the radius of that arc. The following are examples of the values
:of angles in eircular measure
•

One degree, . . . . .. . . . . t.. . . . . . 0·0174533 nearly ;
A right angle, or quarter
revolut.ion, . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . } l · 5708 nearlyt,·
Two right angles, or half
355
·
3
141
6
1
}
·
near
- very near1y.
y
=
a revolut1on, . . . . . . . . . . • . .
113
Four right angles, or a · ·
710
6
2832
}
near
1y
very near1y.
= ,__�
revo1ut.10n, .o.. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
113
Hence, to convert turns pe;r second into angular velocity, multiply by

�ii

= 6·2832 nearly; and to convert angular velocity into turns pe;r
113

0·159155 nearly. The time ofrevolution
=
710
in seconds is the reciprocal of the speed expressed in turns per
second. The cornparative speed or angular velocity-ratio of two
rotating pieces is independent of the kind of unit in ,vhich their
absolute speeds niay be expressed ; it is the reciprocal of the ra.tio
of their ti1nes of revolution.
47. Rotation is c:01n1uon to all Parh of the Turning Body.
(A. M., 375.)-Since the angnlur motion of rotation consists in the
change of direction of a line in a plane of rotation, and since that
change of direction is the san1e how short soever the line nlay be,
it is evident that the condition of rotation, like that of translation,
is common to evt'ry particle, how s1nall soever, of the turning rigid
body, and that the angular velocity of turning of each particle, how
small soever, is the san1e with that of the entire body. This is
otherwise evident, by considering that each part into which n rigid
body can be divided turns completely about in the same tin1e with
every other part, and with the entire body, and makes the same
nurnber of turns in a second, or a minute, 01· any other interval
of timP-.
48. Right and Left-Handed Botadon. (A. M., 376.)-The direction
of rotation round a given axis is distinguished in an arbitrary
manner into right-handed and left-handed. One end of the axis is
chosen as that from which an observer is supposed to look along
the direction of the axis towards the ro�ating body. Then if the
body seems to the observer to turn in the sa1ne direction in which
the s�1n seems to revolve to an observer north of the tropics, the
rotation is said to be right-han�d; if in the contra.ry di rection,
left-handed; and it is usual to consider the angular velocity of
right-.handed rotation to be positive, and that of left-handed 1·ota-

second, multiply by
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tion to be negative; but this is a matter of convenience. It is
obvious that the same rotation .which seems right-handed when
looked at from one end of the axis, seems left-handed when looked
at from the other end. In fig 1 8, the arrow R represents right
handed rotation, an<l the arrow L
.,--�
left -handed rotation. When a
body oscillates about an axis its
\
J.,
and left-banded.
4 9. Translation of a Point In a
\_
Rotadn11 Piece. (A. M., 377. )Each point in a rotating piece
Fig. 18.
(except those situated in the axis)
has a motion of revolution-that is, translation in a circular path,
round the axis of rotation; and the velocity of that translation is
the product of the perpendicular distance of the point from the
axis-that is, the radius of the circular path, into the angular
velocity of rotation (Article 46, page 24). Thus, in fig. 19, let the
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Fig. 1!>.

surface of the paper represent a plane of rotation ; let O be at once
the trace and the projection of the axis of rotation on that plane,
and A the prqjection of a point in the rotating piece under con•
sideration. Then the motion of that point (and of its projection
A), takes place in a circle of the radius O A; and if A .A: be the
arc described in a second, then
A A' = 0 A x angular velocity ;
710
x number of turns per second ;
=0A x
113
a�o,
A A'
angular velocity = A.
0

ROTATING PIECE-CIRCULAR ARCS.
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The velocity at a given instant of a point which moves in a c_urv?,
as distinuuished from the arc traced in a second by that point, lS
represented by a straight line equal in length to. that arc, _and
pointing in the direction in which the point is n1ov1ng at the �iven
instant; that is to say, being a tangent to the path of the point. at
that instant. Therefore, to represent by a straight line th� ve�oc1t!
of the point now in question at the instant when its pr0Ject1on 1s
at A, draw A a perpendicular to O A, and equal in length to A A'
( = 0 A x angular velocity).
50. Motion oC a Part of n RotadnlJ Picce.-When what bas just
been explained is considered together with the statement in Article
47, it is easily seen, that if the centre of any part of a moving
piece rotating about a fixed axis is situated in that axis, then the
motion of that part is simply a rotation similar and equal to that
of the whole piece ; but if the centre of the part is �ituated at a
distance, 0 .A, from that axis, the motion of that part consists of a
trans7:atio� of fts centre, with the velocity O _A � the angular
.
velocity, 1n a circle described
about the :fixed axis with the radius
0 A, combined with a rotation similar and equal to that of the
whole piece, about a rnoving axis traversing A, and parallel to the
fixed axis which traverses 0. Consider, for example, that rotating
piece in a steam engine which consists of the shaft, crank, and
crank-pin, and which turns about the axis of the shaft, as a fixed
axis of rotation, to which the axis of the cr-ank-pin is parallel.
Then the motion of the shaft consists simply in a rotation about
its own axis; ,v hile the motion of the crank-pin consists in a.
translation of its centre, and of each point in its axis, in a circular·
path described about the axis of the shaft, combined with a 1·ota.
tion about its own moving axis similar and equal to that of the
shaft. As an additional illustration, suppose one end of a cord to
be helu Etill, and the other to be attached to a hook which is :fixed
at the centre of a rota.ting wheel, and which therefore rotates
along with an<l. as part of the ,vheel. The cord will undergo one
twist for each turn of the wheel Now let the hook be relnoved
from the centre, and fixed at any point in an arm of the wheel, or
in its rim; the cord will still undergo one t,vist, neither more nor
less, for each turn of the wheel ; thus sho,ving, as before, the effect
of the rotation of the hook along ,vith the wheel ; and the only
difference in the motion ,vill be that tl1e end of the cord attached
to the l1ook will be carried round in a circle, at the same tinle that
the whole cord is twi�tc<l. A secondary piece in a machine may
be so contrived as to have tra.nsla.tion in a circle or some other
curved path without rotation; this will be considered in a later
chapter.
51. Bales n• to Len;,;tla• of Clrculn1' Arcw.-ln connection with
the motion of points in rotating pieces, and with various other
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questions in mechanism, there is frequent occasion to measure the
lengths of circular arcs, and to lay off circular arcs of given lengths.
These processes may be performed by the help of calculation, and
of the well-known approxin1ate values of the ratio which the
radius and the circumference of a circle bear to each other, viz.o:circumference
710
nearly = 6·283185 nearly;
radius
- 1 13
radius
113
.
nearly = 0·159155onearly;
=
c1rcumference
710o
but it is often much more convenient in practice to proceed by
drawing; a.nd then the following rules are the most accurate yet
knowno:_;_*
I. (Fig. 22.) To draw a, straight line approximately equal to a
given circular arc, A B. Draw the straight
chord B A ; produce A to C, making
·•,.......
A C = J B A ; about C, with the radius
··o·o-- ..._
·
-----..:::--.. ·---- ..
C B = i B .A, draw a circl e ; then draw the
c straight line A D, touching the given arc
in A, and tneeting the 1ast-n1entioned circle
Fig. 22.
in D ; A D will be the straight line required.
The error of this rnle consists in the straight line heing a little
sborter than the arc: in fractions of the length of the arc, it is
about 10\,� for an arc equal in length to its O\VIl radius; and it
varies as the fourth power of the angle subtended by the arc; so
that it may be diminished to any required extent by subdividing
the arc to be measured by Illeans of bisections. For exa1nple, in
drawing a straight line approxin1ately equal to an arc subtending
60°, the error is about s�<i of the length of the arc ; divide the arc
into t,vo arcs, each subtending 30° ; draw a straight line approxi�
mately equal to one of these, and double it ; the el'ror ,vill be
reduced to one-sixteenth of its forn1er an1onnt ;
1)
that is, to about TI¼ mr of the length of the arc.
B
The greatest angular extent of the arcs to
which the rnle ii:; applied should be limited
in each case according to the degree of
precision required in the drawing.
II. (Fig. 23.) To d1·aw a straig/1,t line
approxiniettely equal to a, given ci1·cular arc,
A B. (Another Method.) Let C be the
Fig. 23.
centre of the arc. Bisect the arc A B in D,
and the arc A D in E ; draw the straight
* These rules are extracted from Papers read to the British Association
in 1867, and 11uhlished in the Pliiluso1>ltical Magazine for September and
October of that year.
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�ecant A E F, and the straight tangent A F, meeting each other
1n F ; draw the
straight line F B ; then a straight line of the
length A F + ], B will be approximately equal in length to the

arc A B.

The error of this rule, in fractions of the length of the arc, is just
one-fourth of the error of Rule I. but in the contrary directione·
and it varies as the fourth power �f the angle subtended by the arc�
III. To lay off upon a given circle an arc approximately equal in
�gt!,, to a given, st,rctight line. In fig. 24, let A D be l)art of the
circu mference of the given circle, A one end of R
t�e reqnired arc, and A B a straight line of the
given length, dra,vn so as to touch the circle at
the point A. In A B take A C = ¾ A B, and
a�ut C, ,vith the radius C B = f A B, draw a l>
circular ate B D, meeting the given circle in D.
Fig. 24.
A D will be the arc reqllired.
The error of this rule, in fractions of the given length, is the
same as that of Rule I., and follows the sau1e law.
IV. (Fig. 24.) To draw a circular arc which shall be approxi
mately eqiuil in length to the straight line A B, shall with one ef its
ends tcruch that straight line at A, and shall subtend a given angle.
In A B take A C =. l A. B ; and about C, with �he ra?ius C B
:::: 3
Draw the stra1ght line A D,
4 A B, dra,,v a circle, B D.
!Daking the augle B A D = one-half of the given angle, and meet
ing the circle B D in D. Then D will be tLe other end of the
required arc, which may be drawn by well-known rules.
The error of this rule, in fractions of the gi1,·en length, is the
same with that of Rules I. and III., and follows the same law.
V. To d-ivide a circular arc, approximatf-l'!J, into any required
number of equal parts. By Rule I. or II., drJ,w a straight line
a_pproximately equal in length to the given arc; divide that straight
hne into the required number of equal parts, and then lay off upon
the given arc, by Rule III., an arc approximately equal in length
tu one of the parts of the straight line.
Rule V. becomes unnecessary when the number of parts is 2, 4,
8, or any other power of 2 ; for then the requi1·ed division can
be perfon ned exactly by plane geometry.
V-I. To divide tlte ioliole circumference of a circle lt}'>proxi
mately into any required nu·1nber oj' equal arcs. When the re.quired
n�1!1?cr of equal arcs is any one of the following numbers, the
division can be made exactly by plane geometry, and the
Present rule is not needed :-any po,ver of 2 ; 3 ; 3 x any power of
2 ; 5 ; 5 x any po,ver of 2 ; 1 5 ; 15 x any power of 2.* In other
• It may be convenient here to state the methods of subdividing a.res and
Whole circles hy J•laue geo1netry. (1.) To bisect an·y circular arc. On
the chord of the arc as a'base construct any convenient isosceles triangle,
,

-�-"' ·-
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cases proceed as follows :-Divide the circumference exactly, by
plane geo1netry, into such a number of equal arcs as may be re
quired in order to give sufficient precision to the approximative pa1·t
of the process. Let the number of equal arcs in that preliminary
division be called n. Divide one of them, by n1eans of Rule V.,
into the required number of equal parts ; n times one of those
parts will be one of the required equal arcH into which the whole
circumference is to be divided.
Rules I., III., and V., are applicable to arcs of other curves
besides the circle, provided the changes of curvature in such arcs
are small and gradual.
52. RelaliYe Tranelatlon of a Pair of' Point• In a Rotating Piece.
In fig. 19, page 26 (where 0, as already explained, is at once the
projection and the trace of a fixed axis of rotation on a plane
perpendicular to it, and A the projection of a point in tl1e rotating
piece), let B be the projection of another point in the rotating piece,
and A B the projection of the straight line connectiog those two
points. The point B describes a circle of the radius O B about the
fixed axis ; and the 1·adii O A and O B sweep round with the
angular velocity common to all parts of the rotating piece, so that
by the time that A has moved to the position A', B l1as moved to
the position B', such that the angles A O A' and B O B' are equaL
In order to determine the motion of one of those moving points
(as A) relatively to the other (as B), it is to be considered that,
owing to the rigidity of the body, the length of A B is invariable,
and that the change of direction of that line (as projected on the
plane of rotation), consists in turning i n a given time through an
angle equal to that through which the whole piece turns. In fig.
20, take B to represent at once the trace and the projection, on a
plane of rotation, of an axis parallel to the fixed axis, and traversing
the point B. Draw B A in fig. 20 parallel and equal to B A in
fig. 1 9 ; and B A' in fig. 20 parallel and equal to B' A' in fig. 19.
Then A and A' in fig. 20 represent two successive positions of A
with the summit pointing away from the centre of the arc; a straight line
from the centre of the arc to that summit will bisect the arc. (2.) 'l.'o mark
the sixth part of the circurfljerence of a circle. Lay off
C a chord equal to the radius. (3.) To mark tlie tP,r,,th,
./1 pa-rt of the circumference of a ci1·cle. In fig. 24 A,
/
n ,,.,
draw the straight line A B = the radius of the circle ;
and perpendicular to A B, draw B C = � A B. Join
·,.,
..c-----'....
-,...,,
A C, and from it cut off C D = C B. A D ,vill be the
A.
n chord of one-tenth part of .the circumference of the
circle. (4.) For the fifteenth part, take the difference
Fig. 24 A.
between one-sixth and one-tenth. It may be added,
that Gauss discovered a method of dividing the circumference of a circle by
geometry exactly, when the number of equal parts is any prime number that
1s equal to l + a power of 2 ; such as l + 2 i = 17 ; 1 + 2 8 = 257, &c. ; but
the method is too laborious for use in designing mechanism.
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relatively to the axis traversing B, at the beginning and �nd
respectively of the interval of tice in ,vhich the rotating piece
turns through the angle A O .A: (fig. 19) = A B A! (fig. 20). �he
translation of A 1·elatively to this new axis consists in revolution
in a circle of the radius B A, in the same direction with the rota
tion (that is, in the present example, right-handed); and the
velocity of that relative translation is B A x the angular velocity
of rotation. Fig. 21 shows how, by a similar construction, the
motion of B relatively to an axis traversing A is represented.
Take A in fig. 21 to 1·epresent at once the trace and the projec
tion, on a plane of rotation, of an axis parallel to the fixed axis, and
traversing A. Draw A B and A B' in fig. 21 parallel and equal
respectively to A B and A! B' in fig. 19. Then B and B' in fig.
21 represent two successive positions of B relatively to the axis
traversing A, at the beginning and end respectively of the interval
of time in which the rotating piece turns through the angle A,..
.. O A!
(fig. 19) = B A B' (fig. 21); the translation of B relatively to this
new axis consists in revolution in a circle of the radius A B, in
the same direction with the rotation (that is, in the present ex
ample, right-handed); and the velocity of that relative translation
is A B x the angular velocity, and is at eacl1 instant equal, parallel,
and contrary to the velocity of translation of A relatively to B,
agreeably to the general principle stated at the end of Article 42,
page 21.
53. VompaTatiYe Motion of Points in a Rotating Piece.-In fig.
19, page 26, as before, let A and B be the projections at a given
instant, on a plane of rotation, of two points whose motions �e to
be compared. The directions of motion of those points at that
instant are represented by the straight lines A a, B b, tangents to
the circles in ,vhich the points revolve about the axis O ; and the
directional 'relation of the points is expressed by the fact, that the
angle between those directions of motion is equal to the angle
A O B, between the perpendiculars let fall from the two points on
the axis O ; or, in other words, the angle between the planes
traversing that axis and the two points respectively ; of which
planes O A and O B are the traces upon the plane of rotation ; for
the directions of motion, A a, B b, are respectively perpendicular
to those two planes.
• The velocity-ratio of the two points is equal to the ratio O B : 0 A
borne to each other by the radii of their circular paths. In other
words, if A a = A A' be taken, as before, to represent the velocity
of A, and B b = B B' to represent the velocity of B, then
O A : O B : : A a : A b;
and if the velocities of any number of points in a rotating piece
are compared together, they are all proportional respectively to
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the perpendicular distances of those points from the axis o!
rotation.
It is obvious that all points in a circular cylindrical surface
described about the axis of rotation have equal velocities. The dotted
circles in fig. 19, page 26, represent the tl'aces of t,vo such surfaces.
The relative motions of any two pairs of points in a rotating
piece may be compared together. For example, let it be pro
posed to compare the motion of A relatively to 13 with the n1otion of
B relatively to 0. Then, because the velocity of the motion of A
relatively to B is proportional to B A, and its direction perpen
dicular to the plane whose trace is B A, ,vbile the velocity of the
motion of B relatively to O is proportional to O B, and its
direction perpendicular to the plane of which O B is the trace, the
directional relation is expressed by the angle made by thoi::e planes
with each other, and the velocity-ratio by the ratio B A : 0 B
borne to each other by the projections on the plane of rotation of
the t,vo lines of connection of the two pairs of points.
54.

Relative and tJomparaliT"e Traasla&ion of o Pair of Rigidly

Potn••--The following proposition is applicable to all
motions whatsoever of a pair of points so connected that the
distance between them is invariable. It forms the basis of' nearly
the whole theory of combinations in mechanism, and many of its
consequences will be explained in the ensuing chapters of this
Part. At present it is introduced with a view to its application
to pairs of points in a. rotating piece.
a
<:onnected

•

..o.
F•1g. O"

Fig. 26.

th,eir c!istance apart
"8 invariable, tile coniponents of tlieir velocities along the straiglit liw
which tra·verses then-1, both must be equal; for if those con1ponent
velocities are unequal, the distance between the points mu.st
necessarily change.
The straight line which traverses the points is called their Line
of Connection.
For example, in fig. 25, let A and B represent two points in the
plane of the paper, whose distance apart, A B, is invariable. At a
given instant let the velocities of tho:;e points he represented by
1i1traight lines, which may be in the same plane, or in different planes,
THEOREM.-// two points are so connected that
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accordino- to circumstances · and let A a. and B b be the projections
of those lines. From a and b let fall a c and b c' perpendicular to
the line of connection' A B '· these will be the traces of t,Yo planes
.
perpendicular to the line of connection, and traversing respectivelY
the points of which a and b are the projections; the parts A c and
B c', cut off by those planes fron1 the line of connection . (produced
where necessa.ry), will be the co1nponents along that lme of the
velocities of A and B respectively ; and those components must
necessarily be equal-that is, B c' = A c. The component velo
cities transverse to the line of . connection are represented by the
lines whose projections are c a and c' b, and may bear to each other
any proportion whatsoever.
The same principle is illust1·ated iu fig. 19, page 26. In that
figure A a and B b represent the velocities of two points, A and
B, whose line of connection is A B, and is of invariable length ;
a c and b c ' are perpendiculars let fall from a. and b upon A B,
produced where necessary; and A c and B c' represent the com
ponent velocities of A and B along the line of connection, which
are equal to each other.
RuLE.-Given (in fig. 25), a pair of rigidly connected points, A
and B, and the directions of the projections A a and B b upon a
plane traversing AB, of their velocities at a given instant, to find
the ratio of those projecti-0ns or component velocities to each other. In
fig. 26, draw O c of any convenient length parallel to A B, and a c b
perpendicular to it; through O draw O a in fig. 26 parallel to
A a in fig. 25, and O b in fig. 26 parallel to B b in fig. 25; then
the required ratio is
Bb
Ob
A a = O a:

55.

Componen.. of Velociq of a Poinl ia a Botatf!!I Piece

P�odlcal �•lion.

(A. M., 380.)-The component parallel to an
�XIS of ro�t1on, of the velocity of a point
v
1n a rotating body relatively to that axis
is nothing. That velocity may be resolved
into rectangular components parallel to the
plane of rotation. Thus let O in fig. 27
represent the projection and trace of the
axis of rotation of a body whose plane of
rotation is that of the figure; and let A be
the projection of a point in the body, the
Fig. 27.
radius of whose circular path is O A. The
velocity of that point being = 0 A x angular velocity, let it be
represented by the straight line A V perpendicular to O A. Let
� A � any direction in the plane of rotation parallel to which it
18 desu-ed to find the component of the velocity of A. From V
D
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let fall V U perpendicular to B A ; then A U represents the com
ponent in question. Sometimes the more convenient way of
finding that component is the following :From O let fall O B perpendicular to B A. Then A and B
represent a pair of rigidly connected points; therefore, according
to Article 24, the component velocities of A and B along A B are
equal. But B A, being perpendicular to O B, is the direction of
the whole velocity of B ; therefore the component, along a given
�traiglit line in the plane of rotation, of the velocity of any point
whose projection is in tltat lin,e, UJ equal to the whole velocity of the
point wliere a perpendicular ./1·om the axis meets tliat line.
The whole velocity of B is = 0 B x the angular velocity ; and
tl1e velocity-ratio of B to A, or, in other words, the ratio of the
cornponent velocity of A along B A to the whole velocity of A, is

0 B : O A.

The velocity of a point such as A in a rotating piece may be
resolved into components, oblique (see fig. 19) or rectangular (see
fig. 27) as the case may
be, by regarding the
,velocity of A relatively
to O as the resultant
�'-�' . ';y
.
of the velocity of A
..3:"�-�
relatively to B, and of
..
'
,
that of B relatively to
·,' ': ,,,'
0. The directions of
.:_----�.r-¥-that resultant velocity -�---:----J:�
'
:
,, . ....
and its twocomponents
.
:
',..
:
are respectively per
.
'
'
....
,,
pendicular to O A,
'
B .A., and O B, and
'
'"E---�· ··..... ··-··· ······•.............
'·
'6
•
their ratios to each
'
other are equal to
those of the lengths of
the same three lines.
This is a particular
Fig. 28.
case of a more general
proposition viz.,-that tlie velocities of three points relatively to each
other are ;roportional to the three sides of a triangle which make
with each other the same angles that the directions of tliose t/1,ree
relative velocities do (A. M., 355).
In fig. 28, let O be the trace of the axi.� on a plane of rotation,
and A a point in the rotating piece, revolving in the circle O A,
so as to as8un1e successively a series of positions such as 1, 2, 3, 4,
5 6, 7, 8 ; and in each position of A, let the component velocity
A U, parallel to a fixed plane wh?se trace is �he diameter 8 0 4,.
be compared with the whole velocity of revolution. A V.
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Let 2 0 6 be a diameter perpendicular to 8 0 4 ; and th1·ough
Then,
A draw AY parallel to 4 0 8 and AX pao
_rallel to 2 0 4.
according to the principles already explained, the value of the
velocity ratio in question is,

AU
--·- - ·

Y·
- X A - O--

AV - O A - O A'
and it is evident that this ratio is equal to nothing when A is at
the points 4 and 8, and to unity when A is at the points 2 and 6.
Further, if the velocity of revolution be considered as always
positive, and if the component velocity AU be considered as
positive when from left to right, and negative when from right to
left, the ratio

!�

is,

in the quadrant 812, positive and increasing ;
in the quadrant 234, positive and diminishing;
in the quadrant 4:56, negative and increasing ;
in the quadrant 678: negative a,nd diminishing.
It thus undergoes a series of periodical variations. All this is
expressed in symbols by the formula,
AU
Slll d ;
AV=
where d denotes the angle tha.t the radius. 0 A makes at any
instant with the radius O 8.
. Other and more complex ways of resolving the motions of point,s
10 rotating bodies into components will be considered in the next
chapter.
56. Comparative 1'1otion of Two Rotating Piece•, and of PohU•
• � abem.-In comparing together the rotations of two rotating
pieces without reference to the translations of points in them, thei1·
comparative speed is expressed (as already stated in Article 46)
by the angular-velocity ratio, or ratio of the numbers of turns in a
g�ven time; which is also the reciprocal of the ratio of the periodic
tnnes of revolution. \Vhen the axes are parallel, or nearly parallel,
the directional relation may be expressed simply by prefixing +
or - to the velocity-1·atio, according as the directions of rotation
are similar or contrary ; but there are cases to be considered
further on, where the relative angular positions of the axes have to
be considered with precision.
. When the translations of two points in t\VO different rotating
Jneces are compared, the directional relation is determined by
the fact, that each point moves in a direction normal to a plane
traversing itself and the axis about which it revolves; and that
t�e velocity of each point is proportional to its perpendicular
distance from that axis, and the speed of rotation about that a.xis,
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jointly. Hence, let a and a' denote the angular velocities of t"'·o
rotating pieces, or a pair of numbers proportional to those angular
velocities ; r and 1·', the perpendicular distances of a pair of points
i n those t,vo pieces from their respective axes, or a pair of nun1bers
proportional to those distances; and v and v' , the respective velocities
of those two points, or a pair of nnmbers proportional to those
velocities; then the velocity-ratio of the points is,

v'

r'
-V = a'
···-.
a 1•

In or<ler that a pair of points in a pair of rotating pieces may have

v'

equal velocities-that is, in order that - may be
V

= 1, vre must

make the radii inversely proportional to the angular velocities.
, ,
r' a
thatc1s, a r = a, r, or - = ,.
SECTION

r

a

lV.-Screw-like 1llotion qf Primary Pieces.

(A . .Jf., 382,) is co1nponnde<l
of rotation about a fixed axis, and of translation along that axi::1 :
the advance (as the translation in a given time is called) bearing a
constant proportion to the rotation in the same time ; in other
,vords, the moving piece advances along the axis of rotation
through an uniform length during each turn.
The subject of the resolution of screw-like motion into com
ponents i n other and mo1·e complex ways will be considered in
the next chapter.
58. General "Figure of a Serew-Pileb. (A . M., 471. )-In order
that a primary moving piece may have screw-like motion, its
figure ought to be that of a true screw ; and it ought to turn i n
a bearing of the san1e figure, fitting it accurately. The figure
of a screw may be described in general terms as consisting of a
projection of uniform cross-section called the thread, winding in
successive coils round a circular cylinder. The best form of
section for the thread of a screw that is to be used as a primary
moving piece for producing helical motion only, and not as a,
fa8tening, nor in " screw gearing," is rectangular. The forn1s
suited for other purposes will be considered later. There are t,vo
sorts of screws, convex, or external, and concave, or internal; in
the former the thread winds round the outside of a cylindrical
spindle ; in the latter it winds round the inside of a hollo,v cylinder.
When the word " screwc" is used without qualification, an external
screw is usually meant; an internal screw is called a " nut."
When a primary moving piece is an external screw, its bearing is
an internal screw ; ,vhen the primary moving piece is an internal
screw, the bearing is au external screw. The truth or accuracy of

57.
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figure of a screw depends n1ainly on the pe1fcct uniformity of t�1 e
pitch j that is to say, the distance, measured parallel to the a�is,
fronl any point in one coil of the thread . to the corresponc11�g
point in the next coil. For example, the pitch of the �cre,v I\, 111
fig. 29, so long as it is measured parallel to the axis, 1nay be
n1easured either from D to F fron1 E to G fron1 F to H, or fron1
G to K, or bet,veen any pair of corresponding points in two
successive coils; and it ought to be exa..ctly the san1e ,vheresoever
it is measured. The pitch is also the unifor1n distance throngh
,vhich the screw advances at each turn.
59. Right-Handed and Lefl-Dancled Screw•. -A scre,v is said to
berio-ht-handed or ]eft-handed
A:·· -··· · ----- - --------<f acco�din2'. as ricrht -handed or
(
.
�
�
------.-----,:---.----left-banded rotation is required
in order to make it advance ;
and this is a permanent dis
tinction, and not dependent
on the por-;ition of the spec;R
r'
'
tator, as the distinction be�
t\\'een right-handed and leftI;1-_I__-J
·,:.
1utnded rota.tion is (Article 48,
;D
pa,ge 25). For example, in fig.
20, L is a left-handed screw,
Fia.
.:::i 29.
and R a. right -banded screw.
l\Iost screws used in the arts are right-handed; left-handed scre\vs
are n1a<le for special purposes only.
GO. C:on1parntive lllotion of n Point in a Scre,v.-Th o principles
?f the present Article apply not only to any point in the thread or
111 the spindle of a screw, but to any point in a body that is rigidly
a�tache<l to the screw, so as to move along ,vith the screw n.s one
piece ; such as a ,vheel or a lever fixed to and turning with the
�erew. In fig. 29, let A B be the axis of the screw, and C a point
rigidly attached to it at the perpendicular distance C A fron1 the
axiR. Then, while the screw makes one turn the motion of the
point C is the resultant of t\vo components at right angles to each
other : t!n advarice, along ,vith the whole screw, in a direction
pat·allel to the axis, through a distance equal to the pitch of the screw ;
and a revolution, round a circle described about the axis with the
radius A C, and having, therefore, the circumference G·.2832 A C.
In n1ost questions of comparative n1otion connected ,vith screws,
the quantity of most importance is the velocity-ratio of those t wo
components of the motion of a given point, and it is expressed as
follo,vs :velocity
circumference
.. of revolution
..
velocity of advance- pitch

6·2832 A C
•
D If
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61. Palh of a Poinl In a Screw-Linear Screw or Helis.-A
point in, or rigidly attached to, a screw, traces a path which may
be called a screw-shaped line or linear sc·rew. By n1a.thematicians
it is called a lielix. A helix winds round in successive sin1ilar coils
upon a cylindrical surface described about the axis of rotation with
a radius equal to the perpendicular distance of the tracing point
from the axis. The distance, measured parallel to the axis, between
any two successive coils is everywhere the same, and is identical
with the pitch of the screw ; and the angle of inclination of the
linear screw to the axis is everywhere the same.
Points in, or rigidly attached to, a screw, at equal distances from
the axis, trace by their motion equal and similar linear screws one·
one and the san1e cylindrical surface. Points at nnequal distances
from the axis trace different linear screws, inclined to the axis at
different augles, and situated on cylindrical surfaces of unequal
radii ; but the pitch, of all those linear screws is the same. All th�
edges, whether projecting or re-entering, of a screw-thread are
linear screws.
A linear screw may be traced on a cylindrical surface by any
mechanical contrivance which ensures that, while the cylinder
rotates, the tracing point shall advance along a line parallel to the
axis at a rate bearing a constant proportion to the rate of rotation.
This will be further considered in that part of this treatise which
relates to the construction of machinery.
A linear screw is the shortest liue on the surface of a cylinder
�
between two points that are neither in one plane traversing the
axis nor in one plane perpendicular to the axis ; and a cord or a
flexible ,vire stretched on a cylindrical surface between two such
points tends to assntne of itself the figure of a linear scl'ew.
62. Projeclioo of a Linear Screw.-The n1ost useful pr�jection
of a linear screw is that upon a plane traversing the axis, and is
<lra,vn as follo,vs :-In fig. 30, let A B represent the axis of the screw.
Draw D A C perpendicular to A B, making A O = A D = the
radius of the cylin<lrical surface in which the helix is to be situated.
Draw D I and O F parallel to A B ; those two lines will be the
tracts of the cylindrical surface. About A, with the radius A C,
draw the semicircle C K D ; this represents the trace of one-half
of the cylindrical surface on a plane perpendicular to its axis,
" rabatted " upon the plane of projection. Divide the semicircle
into any convenient number of equal arcs (Article 51, page 27) ;
the greater the nu1nber of those divisions, the greater will be the
accuracy of the projection. In fig. 29 the semicircle is divided into
six equal arcs only ; in practice a greater number will in general be
required.
On O F, or auy other line parallel to the axis, lay off C E = the
intended pitch of the screw, and divide it into twice as mauy
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the semicircle
equal parts as there are equal divisions
C K D.
Through the points of division of the semicircle draw straight
1n
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Fig. 30.

li!les parallel to A B ; and through the points of division of the
pitch draw straight lines perpendicular to A B ; the points of
1U1:ersection of successive pairs of those two sets of lines will be
points in the required projection of the linear sc1·ew, C G L E,
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,vhich can then be dra,vn through those points. This is the pro
jection of one coil ; and as n1any successive coils as may be required
may be projected by simply repeating the same curve. In fig. 30
the proj ection, E H )I :F, of a second coil is shown ; and it has
l,een constructed by laying off an nnifor1n di::1tance parallel to the
axis and eqnal to the pitch from each projected point of the first
coil ; for exarnple, G H, L ir, E :F.
The half coils on the_ nearer i:,-;ide of the cylinder, viz., G L E
and H 1\1 .F, are dra,vn i n thicker lines than the half coils, C (¾,
E H, on the farther side of the cylinder. The screw is right
handed. Had it been left-handed, C G and E H would have been
on the nearer side, and G E and II F on the farther side of the
cylinder.
63. Development of a Lin�nr Screw.-The de'1Jelopment of any
figure dra,vn on a. curved snrfi1ce consists in supposing the surface
to be a flexible sheet, and <lra,ving the appearance ,vhich the figure
,vould present if that sheet ,vere spread out fla.t on a plane. Sc>1ne
curved surfaces only are capable of being developed, such as a.
cylinder, and a cone ; others, such as a sphere, are not. To dra,v
the development of the cylindrical surface in fig. 30, as bounded by
the tv;o circles whose projections are C D an<l F I, draw C c per
pendicular to A D, and e<JlHll in length to the circumference of the
cylinder (see Article 51, page 27), and con1plete the rectangular
J)arallelogram O cf F ; this ,vill be the required development of the
cylindrical snrface.
To dra,v the development of one coil, C G E, of the linear scre,v,
take c e = the pitch U E ; <lra,v the straight line C e ; this ,vill be
the rcquire<l developn1ent. To dra.,v the development of the
second coil, E I-l .F, take ef = the pitch, and draw the straight
line E/; and so on for any required nu1nber of coils.
The unif<.1rm angle of inclination of' the linear screvr to the axis
is E C e = F Ef
One method of <lra,ving a scre,v on a cylindrical surface is first
to dra,v its development on a sheet of some flexible substance, and
then to roll that sheet round a cylinder of the proper radius.
The several points in the developn1ent marked ,vith sn1a.ll letters
arc the respective developments of the points marked with the
corresponding capital letters i n the projection.
To draw the development of the series of lines parallel to the
axis which pass through the points of division of the circumference,
divide Cl c into twice as rnany equal parts as the semicircle C D
is divided into, and dra,v straight lines parallel to C F through the
points of division, such as d i, q w, &c.
'fhe length oj' one coil of the screw is

Ce =

J (circumference 2

+ pitch 2).

LINEAR SCREWS-CURVATURE-NORMAL PITCH.
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64. The Radin• of Clunaanre of a linear screw is found by the
foll(nving construction :-In fig. 31, let A C be the radius A
of the cylindrical surface in which the screw is situated.
Dr-a \v A Y, making the angle C A Y equal to the angle
which the screw makes with a plane perpendicular to its
axis. Draw C Y perpendicular to A C, cutting A Y in
and Y Z perpendicular to A Y, cutting A C produced
in Z. A Z will be the required radius of curvature. Its
length may also be found by calculation, as follo,vs :)
pitch 2
A Z = A C (1 + .
9 •
,.,:..--_,, ,y
c1rcun1fierencec
'-·�c.::::->.
65.c. Normal Pilch. (A. M., 472.)-:By the _normal pitcli Fig. 3 1.
of a linear scre,v is to be understood the distance from
0ne coil
to the next1 measured, not parallel to the axis, but along
the shortest line on the cylindrical surface bet\veen the t,vo coils ;
that is to say alono- another helix or linear screw ,vhich cuts a]l
tl.1e coils of the ori�inal linear scre,v at right angles. The nornin,l
I;1tch is to be dete�mined from the development of the screw, as
foll ows :-In fio-. 30, fron't c let fall c n perpendicular to C e; c ri ,vill
be tl1e norn1al 0pitch. The straight line c n is part of the levelop<
1neut of the norrnal lielix, as it n1ay be called. When produced,
it
cntr,, Ej, the development of the next coil, in o, and n o = c 11, is also
the normal pitch. By finding the intersections, snch as p, of the
developrnent of the norn1al helix with the scrie8 of straight lines
par�llel to the axis, any number of points, such as P, in the pro
!_;ction of the norn1al helix, C N O P, n1a.y be found if required.
he normal pitch inay be calculated by the follov>'ing for1u.ula. :Cc ce
circun1ference x pitch
Cn =
= length of one coil .
�he pitcl� of the nor�na� lielix, if required, may be found !)Y pro
d �l cing c p 1n
fig. 29 till 1t cuts C F produced, and n1easur1ng the
I
st
< i ance of the point of intersection from C ; � then its radius
c�rvature m y e found by a c?nstruction like that in .fi�. 30 ;
ut 1n general �1t ?
1s more convenient to find these qnant1t1cs by
ca culation , as follows :1c
circumference 2
.
.
pitch of normal helix =
yn. tc11 of orig1na
. . 1 11er1x
circun1ference 2
.
radiu s of curvature of normal hehx
. -·--· -- ) .
- --- ·:- . ._
= A C · 1 + -;
pitch of orig. helix2
(
.T�e sum of the reciprocals of the radii of cnrva.tnre of the
original helix and the normal helix is e(1ual to the reciprocal of
the radius of
l
the cylinder ; that is, to A f
C

!,

Ce

bf
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The pitch of a screw as measured parallel to the axis may bP
ca1led the axial pitch, in 01·der to distinguish it fron1 the normal
1,itch ; but when the word " pitche" is used without qualification,
axial pitch is al ways to be understood.
The several linear screws which exist in the figure of an actual
solid screw, or which are described by points in it or rigidly
attached to it, have all the Harne axial pitch ; but they have not
the same normal pitch except when they are situated on the same
cylindrical surface.
66. Dirided Pitch.-A screw sometimes has more than one
thread, in which case the distance between any coil of any one
thread and the next coil of the same thread is divided by the other
threads into as ma.ny parts as the total number of threads. In
that case the distance fron1 a point in one thread to the correspond
ing point in the next thread n1ay be called the divided pitclt, to dis
tinguish it from the distance between two successive coils of the sanle
thread, or pitch proper, which may, when 1·equired, be designated
as the total rntclt. The advance of the screw at each revolution
depends on the total pitch only, in the manner already explained,
a11d is ,vholly independent of the number of threads and of the
divided pitch ; so that division of the pitch does not affect the
niotion of a Rcrew as a primary piece. Its use in combinations of
pieces will be afterwards explained.
Division of the pitch of a linear screw is illustrated in fig. 30,
where t,vo additional linear scre,v threads, marked by dotted linei.,
are shown dividing the pitch of the original screw into three equal
parts. To avoid confusion, one only of the additional screw-li1ies
is lettered, viz., that marked Q R S T U V W in the projection,
and q r, R s t u, U v w, in the development. The other is un
lettered. The divided axial pitclt is C R = b O E, and the divided
uormal pitch c x = 1 c rt.
The several linear screw threads in a case of this kind are all
parallel and similar to each otl1er; and in the development they are
represented by parallel straight lines. They divide the circum
ference into as many equal parts as there are threads; and the
length of one of those parts may be called the circular or
circumferential pitch. In fig. 30> the circular pitch is represented
by the arc C Q', and by its development c q.

